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EDITORIAL

Humanity and the environment have always been at the
heart of our concerns. They form the basis of our
identity, are part of our values, and are part of the raison
d'être of our Group. It has become an imperative, not to
say a reflex, to carry out our activities in a way that is
compatible with respect for our ecosystems, but also by
being responsible for our social actions.
This awareness is not new, and our commitments in this
area are now part of the Group's strategy, looking
forward to the future, and by continuing to devote the
necessary human and financial resources.
Indeed, it would be wrong to think that we will be able
to meet the challenge of the ecological problem without
changing the way each company manages its business,
just as it would be wrong to think that a company has no
social purpose.
We are therefore pursuing our environmental approach
in our areas of activity, thus helping to accelerate the
transition to a low-carbon economy, but also our social
approach, in order to respond to, or at least be in phase
with, current societal issues.
Innovation remains our DNA, focused on the quality of
services provided to our customers, as well as the wellbeing of our employees and our efforts to limit our
environmental impact.
The Management Committee.
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Purpose and Values
Our purpose
« The mission of the ADENES group is to design, deliver
and promote a global and responsible offer allowing
insurers and insured to remain serene before, during and
after a claim. »

Our values
Ø Let’s be proud of our brand
Ø Let’s be actively commited
ØLet‘s stay ahead of the curve
Ø Let’s impact the world of tomorrow
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The Group in figures

• 206 000 of cases
entrusted
• 355 000 of expertise
cases managed

• 1 940 employees

• 189 million euros
turnover

• 137 sites located in
Mainland France, Corsica
and Overseas territories.
• 833 experts covering the
whole territory.
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Professions and specialties
ADENES provides services to policyholders of insurance companies. With its thirteen
brands and subsidiaries, ADENES offers the following services
•

The provision of expert appraisal services after claims, damage, civil liability or
construction for individuals, professionals and companies

•

The provision of post-claim services (project management, etc.)

•

The provision of expert appraisal services outside of claims

•

The provision of prevention services and portfolio monitoring
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Brand and subsidiaries
Post-claim expertise
services

Group Head company of
bringing together all the
support functions

Claims management
(iintervention in private
homes and
professionals)

Theft claims Management

Industrial and commercial
claims management

Transported goods
claims management
(Perishable goods, Agrisupplies …)

(Key accounts and
international)

(Movable assets damage,
valuables…)

Building damage management
(expertise devoted to builidings)

Construction Claims management
(Building damage insurance,
Decennial liability)

Each subsidiary of the ADENES Group is dedicated to a market segment
to offer its customers a service adapted to their needs.
Rapport RSE 2021
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Out of expertise
service provision

In-kind reparation
Emergency intervention

Project management for
contamination and
Maîtrise d’œuvre
asbestos disposal

Reconstruction project
management

Diagnosis, reparation, and
replacement of appliances

Fire and arson
investigation

Digital solutions for claims
management

Gestion déléguée

In addition to our core business, the Group has developed a range of subsidiary
services to provide a comprehensive range of services for claims.
CSR Report 2021
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Brand and subsidiaries

Already established everywhere in France with 137 locations, the
ADENES Group has expanded into Italy this year with the acquisition
of ALFACINCOTTI. This Italian claims management company offers
several services, including specialised expertise in professional
liability, indirect damages and the energy supply sector.
Active for over 50 years, ALFACINCOTTI's objective is to guarantee
independence in the economic relations established between the
Insured and the Insurer.
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Governance
The EXCOM of the ADENES Group
The companies of the ADENES Group are exclusively owned
by managers from the world of expertise. The Group is not
owned by any banking or financial institution. No
shareholder represents more than 25% of the shares.
The ADENES Executive Committee is the forum for discussion
and exchange on the Group's challenges. It works to
implement the Group's strategies.

Emmanuel VILLETTE Florence BERNETTI
Chairman of Adenes Executive director of
strategy, offer and
client services

Guillaume VILLETTE
Communication
Director

Christophe ENCINAS
Director of activities
and delegated
management

Julien SASSIER
Director of Client
Relations

Xavier RAMOND
General Secretary

Florence MAGLIOLA Vincent GIL
Human Resources
Administrative and
Director
Financial Director

Aymeric LACROIX
IT Director

Raphaël XIXONS
Group Performance
Executive director
ELEX France CEO

Tancrède STAGNARA
Executive Director for
development and
international
CEO VERING

Olivier BONIFACE
Executive director
for specialties and
partnerships
CEO VERING

Olivier GLOUX
Executive director
for trades and
expertise
CEO 3C
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Governance
ADENES Group CSR
Steering Committee
Within the framework of the Group's strategy, the CSR steering
committee defines the policy and actions in collaboration with
the support functions and the subsidiaries.

Xavier RAMOND
General Secretary
CSR Manager

Guillaume VILLETTE
Communication
Director

Florence BERNETTI
Executive director of
strategy, offer and
client services

Frédérique FABRE
Head of Legal

Frédéric MARCHISIO
ELEX South-East
Regional Director

Manon MAZZOLENI
Legal assistant

The members of the ADENES Group CSR Steering Committee meet every two months.
The CSR Steering Committee is a source of proposals and works daily on the Group's CSR
approach, striving to improve the CSR commitments of each member.
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Risk analysis
Risk analysis is a key tool in developing a corporate
social responsibility strategy for the Group. It allows
priorities to be set according to their importance and
impact on the Group's success. It is extracted from
the Group's risk map.
The Group has identified 13 stakes. These issues cover all
technological, economic, societal, environmental and
regulatory aspects.
The analysis was carried out in the following stages:
Identification of risks: this involves establishing an inventory
enabling the ADENES Group to identify its own risks. The
objective is to draw up a list of issues directly linked to the
Group's activity and the interests of its stakeholders.
Assessment of risk exposure: this aims to determine the
"gross" risks to which the group is exposed before taking into
consideration the means of prevention implemented by the
group.
Assessment of the adequacy and effectiveness of the means
and controls to control the risks: this involves assessing the
effectiveness of existing prevention measures in order to
control the risks that we are able to.
Prioritisation: based on this assessment, the last step is to
define priorities and action plans.

Since 2021, ADENES has also established a mapping of CSR
issues divided into four categories: social, environmental,
compliance of practices and ethics, governance, which are
developed further in our report.
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Mapping of
risks
The Group identifies the main risk linked to its activity
and divides them into five categories:
•

Technological risks

•

Economic risks

•

Societal risks

•

Environmental risks

•

Regulatory risks
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Materiality
Matrix and
CSR Stakes
Group CSR stakes
The materiality matrix identifies the Group’s CSR
challenges and organises them according to their impact
on the Group's activities and the importance they have
for its stakeholders. They are divided into 4 categories:
•

Social stakes

•

Compliance of practices and ethics

•

Governance stakes

•

Environmental stakes
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Stakeholders
Our stakeholders’
expectations
INSURED
• Transparent and proactive
information
• Full and prompt compensation
• Humanity and psychological
support
• Adaptation to individual wishes
• Rapid intervention

INSURER

•

Insured satisfaction

•

Accuracy of damage assessments

•

Understanding of the expertise and its
progress

•

Listening to the client

EMPLOYEES
COMPANIES
• Compliance with regulations, labour
law, human rights, occupational
health
• Transparency and fairness of the
system
• Environmental footprint and
positive society

RESIDENTS & STAKEHOLDERS IMPACTED
BY THE EVENT

•

Transparent information

•

Limiting the nuisance of claims and
repairs

•

Attractive salaries

•

Quality of working life

•

Equity

•

Career development

•

Recognition at work

•

Training, maintaining employability

REPAIR COMPANIES D
• Sound and ethical relationships
• Compliance with price lists
• Respect for the work requested

SUPPLIERS
• Sustainability of the relationship and
support policy
• Loyalty
• Payment terms
• Shared specifications
• Transparency
Rapport RSE 2021
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Stakeholders
Our commitments
towards our
stakeholders

INSURED AND THIRD-PARTIES
•

Quality of intervention

•

Transparent, proactive and educational
information

•

Face-to-face, telephone or
videoconference meetings with the other
stakeholders involved in claims

Setting up of a Steering Committee
whose frequency depends on the
needs of the customers

•

Follow-up of suppliers, compliance with
supplier's payment terms

•

Limiting damage related to the claim

•

Creation of a dedicated Customer
Relations Department

•

Accuracy of cost assessment

•

Monthly meetings for the
management of anomalous files

•

Limiting damage and work-related
nuisance

•

The expert makes contact with third
parties during his
assessmentIndependence

•

Repairing the damage Eco responsible

•

Ethical data management

•

Technical and responsible expertise

•

Innovation

•

Fair assessment of the damage related
to the claim

•

NSURERS
•

EMPLOYEES
•

Establishment of social dialogue actors

Fair assessment of costs and fight
against fraud

•

Establishment of a survey on the quality of
working life.

•

Exchange and quality of service

•

Setting up individual interviews

•

Maintaining the insured/insurer
relationship

•

Ensuring continuous improvement of
working conditions

•

Ensuring the health and safety of employees

•

Develop the attractiveness of the company
through actions related to well-being

•

Ensuring that employees are integrated into
the company in a way that is rich and diverse
in terms of profile and potential

•

Ensure the development of skills and career
advancement
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Our CSR initiative
Making the ADENES Group a responsible and
committed player
The ADENES Group continues its commitment to CSR
and is committed to addressing societal challenges.
Committed to a CSR approach since 2015, the ADENES
Group intends to give it new impetus and make CSR one of
the challenges of its strategic plans. The changes in
regulations affecting our business sector and the rise of
digitalization are leading our group to reinvent our practices.
We are pursuing this change in a Responsible and Social
approach by supporting our teams. More than ever, we want
to communicate and discuss our CSR strategy with our
stakeholders.
Our desire to promote the development of CSR, to
encourage exchanges, to disseminate good practices and to
organise dialogue with stakeholders is intact today and is
fully in line with the Group's ambition and its projects for
2024.
The ADENES Group has set up a CSR Steering Committee
(COPIL), made up of members of the operational
management and members of the COMEX. The
establishment of a CSR COPIL reflects the importance of the
subject and its weight in the direction of our Group's
development. Action plans are drawn up and monitored by
each stakeholder manager.
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Our strategy
The Group's CSR strategy is our 2024 roadmap and is intended to inform our
choices, decisions and priorities.
ADENES has always cultivated a close relationship with its customers and employees,
which has established its reputation as a serious and reliable group. The values linked to
CSR, safety and ethics are now part of the heritage of the ADENES Group, which intends
to pursue them.
The Group's strategy has been built in line with our purpose, and with regard to the
challenges facing the group and to which it contributes.
The aim of our approach is to give even more meaning to all the projects launched, and
to differentiate ourselves by enhancing our actions and making a commitment.
As a member of the United Nations Global Compact since 2020, the ADENES Group is
committed to improving and pursuing its CSR approach to combine economic
performance with social and environmental performance.
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Our strategy
Our three main axes
SOCIAL INITIATIVE

•

Securing career paths and developing
skills: ADENES deploys a training and
development strategy to guarantee
the support and employability of each
profile

•

Guarantee health, safety and promote
well-being: ADENES implements a
preventive risk management policy
and
continuous
improvement
measures.

CLIENT SATISFACTION & ETHICS

•

Creating innovative and diversified
solutions

•

Responding
to
human
and
technological challenges through
responsible dialogue with our
stakeholders

•

Be a responsible and ethical
business partner promoting anticorruption measures

ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVE

•

Be a player in the ecological
transition

•

Limiting the environmental impact
of our activitiesRaising awareness
among our teams

•

Strengthen our sectoral
involvement
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Objectives & commitments
Although the ADENES Group companies are not subject to it, the
CSR strategy is based on the guidelines of the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI).
ADENES has also been a member of the United Nations Global
Compact since 2020 and is therefore committed to fulfilling its
principles on: human rights, international labour standards, the
environment and corruption.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES

EVALUATION RSE DU GROUPE

Among the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals established by the member states
of the United Nations, the ADENES Group
has selected 6 that it considers the most
appropriate for its activity and the values
it defends.

In 2021, EcoVadis again conducted a CSR
assessment of the ADENES Group based
on 4 pillars: Environment, Social, Business
Ethics and Responsible Purchasing.

The ADENES Group provides services and
is therefore not in a position to act on
some of the goals concerning the actors
of the international production chain.

ADENES obtained a Gold rating, placing it
in the top 5% of companies assessed by
the organisation.This represents a
significant improvement on the previous
assessment.
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Objectives & commitments
3. GOOD HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
« Enabling everyone to live in good health and promoting the wellbeing of everyone at all ages are essential conditions for sustainable
development".

The ADENES Group makes every effort to ensure the health and
safety of its employees and to promote their well-being. In the
working conditions offered as well as in the additional services
available to employees, the Group is always keen to improve the
comfort of its employees. Most of the actions implemented by
ADENES to get closer to this SDO are described in the chapter "Social
Approach".
5. GENDER EQUALITY
« Parvenir à l’égalité des sexes et autonomiser toutes les femmes et
les filles. »

This SDG is perfectly aligned with the Group's ambition to fight
against all forms of discrimination against women and to promote
equal opportunities in their access to all levels of decision-making.

8. DECENT WORK AND ECONOMIC GROWTH
«Promoting a dynamic, shared and sustainable economic growth, full
and productive employment and decent work. »

Both in its social approach and its commitment to young people, the
ADENES Group works every day to ensure optimal working conditions
for its employees and to promote the development and enhancement
of their skills in order to encourage a growth movement beneficial to
all.
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Objectives & commitments
10. REDUCED INEQUALITIES
« Reducing inequalities and leaving no one behind are integral to
achieving the Sustainable Development Goals.»

The ADENES Group seeks to ensure equal opportunities in all its
actions. From recruitment to internal mobility, transparency is always
the watchword. Fighting against inequalities and promoting diversity
within the Group means opening the door to new talent and
cultivating the richness of our employees' profiles.

11. CITIES AND SUSTAINALBE COMMUNITIES
« To ensure that cities and human settlements are inclusive, safe,
resilient and sustainable.»

The very activity of the companies in the ADENES Group aims to
create more sustainable cities. Indeed, when BATIFIVE rebuilds after a
disaster and implements solutions to safeguard the damaged
property, it is a responsible conception of a reconstruction project; or
when ELECTROREN repairs damaged household appliances, it is about
creating safer and more sustainable cities and homes.

13. FIGHT AGAINST CLIMATE CHANGE
« Take urgent action to address climate change and its impacts".»

At its level, the ADENES Group is committed to the fight against
climate change by constantly seeking new ways to reduce its
environmental impact, but also by raising the awareness of its
employees to climate issues. The actions implemented by the Group
to get closer to this SDG are described in the chapter "Environmental
Approach".
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03 – Social initiative
1. Social dialogue
2. Working conditions, health and safety
3. Valuing skills
4. Talent attractiveness and well-being at work
5. Youth involvment: work-study policy and
internship
6. Group spirit
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PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

Florence
MAGLIOLA,
Human Resources
Director

«The social initiative of the ADENES Group aims to ensure
the development and enhancement of our employees'
skills, as well as their well-being. We are constantly
seeking to improve in order to be able to offer our
employees a quality job that ensures their health and
safety, strict equality of opportunity, and support in their
professional projects. The Group is committed to training,
both for young people and for the adaptation of
employees to changes in our environment. »
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Social initiative
Social Dialogue
The quality of social dialogue is an essential factor in the
Group's performance and an important source of progress.
The Human Resources Department endeavours to create the right
conditions for quality social dialogue in line with the Group's
values, placing employees at the heart of its concerns.
Through social dialogue, the ADENES Group aims to standardise
the agreements and benefits granted to employees for all its
subsidiaries. This standardisation is achieved through the
negotiation of collective agreements such as those relating to
working hours, teleworking, the creation of a time savings account
and the creation of a collective savings plan for retirement. The
measures put in place allow employees to use their rights to
prepare for retirement.
100% of the companies' employees are required to set up
elections for the employee representation and have a ESC. ELEX
France has a central works council. Regular meetings are held with
the ECS representatives. Extraordinary meetings are organised to
inform and consult the staff representatives on important issues, in
particular on the organisation of work.
100% of companies are covered by a collective agreement.

The Group's Intranet allows employees to follow the Group's news
(new recruits, internal offers, news with our clients, partners). It is
a communication and information channel for all employees (social
information, indicators, dialogue boxes).
Group companies also publish their gender equality index on the
site.
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Démarche sociale
Working conditions
Health, safety and quality of life are unifying themes and concern all the
Group's players: employees, managers, elected representatives and
management.
Respect of personal life

Teleworking

The employees of several Group
subsidiaries benefit from flexibility in their
working hours with compulsory and
optional attendance periods. This allows
them to reconcile their private and
professional lives and does not impact our
activity and continuity of service.

In the context of the health crisis,
teleworking was widely deployed to all
employees and our IS teams made it
possible from the very first days when it
was imposed.

ADENES has standardised the Group’s
provident cover so that its employees can
benefit from better quality services and
more effective monitoring by a single
provider.

Teleworking is now an integral part of our
work organisation. A collective agreement
dedicated to teleworking has been agreed
upon in all Group companies in 2021. It
provides for the choice of whether or not
to telework and sets out the terms and
conditions of teleworking.

Right to disconnect

Employees can request to exercise their
right to disconnect at any time via the
Group's intranet. A charter has been
drawn up to raise employees' awareness
of the importance of work/life balance.
Reminders are issued and monitoring is
carried out to detect risky behaviour.

29 510, this is the number of days donein
teleworking in 2021.

The Group remains attentive to its
employees in order to help them find the
right balance between moments of
exchange and tranquillity, and between
their private and professional lives.
Flexible working hours, which were
extended during the pandemic, have
been maintained in 2021.
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Social initiative
Working conditions
Raising awareness and training

Preventing risks

The Group is making its employees aware
of the risks of MSDs: awareness
campaigns, adaptation of furniture,
contacts and exchanges with the regional
occupational medicine service, relaying
preventive information to employees.

To guarantee the health and safety of
employees, actions have been taken to
assess and prevent risks. Successive plans
have been distributed to all the Group's
branches in order to keep employees
informed.

Awareness of the risk of asbestos has
been deployed and an awareness
campaign on road risks will soon be
offered to our employees.

Preventive measures relating to Covid19
were deployed (purchase and distribution
of equipment, masks, gels) and employees
were monitored in order to detect
situations of distress during periods of
confinement (single document, toll-free
number, contact with occupational
physicians and the welfare organisation).

Medical check-ups for information and
prevention and employee return visits are
carried out systematically.
First aid training is regularly provided at
the Group's sites on a voluntary
basis.Training and awareness-raising are
carried out with our employees, and the
Group's companies do not use
subcontractors working on the premises.
In 2021, 686 hours of training were
dedicated to safety.
Following physical injuries

Quarterly meetings with the members of
the CSE are held to review all incidents,
health and safety requests and to enable
corrective action to be taken.

Covid referents were appointed.
Special meetings were held with employee
representatives to inform and consult
them on the Group's action plans in
relation to the health situation.The single
occupational risk assessment document
(DUER) has been updated.
It is consolidated by work unit: sedentary
staff, mobile staff and maintenance staff. It
transcribes the assessment of risks
(occupational and external) and the means
implemented to prevent and avoid these
risks.

22 is the number of accidents causing a
work stoppage.

7
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Social initiative
Working conditions
Risks specific to the expert profession

Road safety

The group's expert employees, who travel
frequently, are faced with road risks. The
ADENES Group implements measures to
prevent the risk of road accidents:
inclusion of compliance with the Highway
Code in the employment contract,
financial participation by the Company in
the recovery of points, inclusion of this
risk in the DUER.

In 2022, the group intends to change its
Driver's Charter and plans to roll out an
awareness-raising campaign on road risks
for all its employees.

The Group also implements measures to
prevent physical risks during appraisals:
safety
rules
are
updated
and
communicated to all employees regularly.

The aim is to encourage experts and
other mobile staff to adopt the right
safety and vehicle maintenance reflexes
for ever safer driving.

With regard specifically to asbestos,
training is provided for experts by a
specialised organisation every two years.
PPE is provided and instructions for use
are given.
The safety audit of the equipment is
carried out by a third party organisation.

430

This is the number of
employees who
participated to the
Awarness to asbestos elearning module
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Social initiative
Working conditions
Preventing psychological risks

Fight against harassment

The Group is deploying dedicated stress
management
training
to
prevent
psychological risks. Teleworker guides
have been drawn up by the HR
department to give advice to employees
and managers on day-to-day matters
(organisation, reminder of the right to
disconnect) and to prevent any
professional or personal difficulties.

In order to ensure a conflict-free working
environment, to meet legal expectations
and to ensure the development of our
employees, each entity has a harassment
and gender-based harassment referent.
Its role is to support people reporting
cases of harassment and to mediate
between the parties concerned, as well as
to provide impartial and fair arbitration if
disciplinary sanctions are to be
implemented.
Employees are made aware of the
existence of this referent. A procedure for
reporting harassment has been drawn up
so that everyone can express themselves
in a confidential and secure manner.
Training for the referents is carried out.
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Social initiative
Working conditions
OBJECTIVES 2022-2024
• Continue to negotiate collective agreements with employee
representatives aimed at standardising employee benefits.
• Pursue our commitment to quality of life in the workplace by
conducting surveys and monitoring.Establish ourselves in
employment areas in need of revitalisation.
• Continue to offer and deploy internal training ADENES
Formation: We intend to develop several types of training and
awareness campaigns, in particular, an awareness campaign on
road risks
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Social initiative
Valuing skills
At a time when everyone's expectations are growing and the relationship
with the company is new, the ADENES Group pays particular attention to
training.
The ADENES Group is concerned with the
skills and know-how of its employees and
our commitments as a training
organisation are
To deliver training adapted to the needs
and skills of the apprentices enrolled in
our courses in order to optimise and
guarantee the integration of each one.To
regularly update the technical knowledge
of the trainers and measure the relevance
of the teaching methods
To ensure the existence of an
environment
favourable
to
the
development
of the apprentices'
skills.Our subsidiary ADENES FORMATION
obtained QUALIOPI certification in 2020.
We are thus committed to a process of
quality and continuous improvement of
our training courses, and we meet strict
criteria relating to the quality of training
actions.

30 846

19 661

This the number of training
hours done in 2021.

This the number of training
hours donein 2021 by expert
employées

19 %

This is the percentage of expert
employees who have attended
training courses

832

The number of people having
followed an ADENES
FORMATION course in 2021

23 797

This is the number of training
hours carried out by ADENES
FORMATION

14

This is the number of trainers
within ADENES FORMATION
who have provided training
during the year
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Social initiative for
Valuing skills
Training of experts

Training is essential in the profession of
adjuster, which sometimes requires highly
specialised skills. Adjusters must develop
good knowledge of the environment,
prevention and management of psychosocial risks, and the ability to listen to and
communicate with policyholders who
may be in distress following a claim. In
addition to technical expertise, human
skills are essential.
From the moment experts are recruited
and throughout their career, training is
offered to them. The training programme
known as the Young Experts Pack is
structured in 3 main phases for experts:
•

Basic training for experts on
recruitment (3 weeks of theoretical
courses alternated with 2 weeks of
field monitoring in pairs with an
experienced expert and 2 months of
monitoring with a tutor) and specific
ongoing training during the first year
of employment

•

Continuing training for experts,
remote experts (by grade) and
support teams throughout the year
on the relationship with the insured,
the development of listening and
dialogue skills and costing techniques
as well as new tools

•

Training courses for passing expert
grades (technician, expert, certified
expert) organised by the profession
(FSE, CEA, CNPP). These training
courses lead to an examination and
the potential award of a life-long
diploma, specific to the employee and
which can be used in another
company

Many training courses are provided by
our training organisation. A training
catalogue has been deployed. It is
available on the Group's intranet for all
employees who wish to take a training
course.
3C has created a monthly newsletter and
has set up "TRAINING WEDNESDAYS"
where once a month training sessions are
given to all employees.
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Social initiative
Valuing skills
OBJECTIVES 2022-2024
• Continued recruitment of work-study students through the
company’s apprentice training centre.
• Development and professionalisation of our managers
• Deployment of "manager" training courses
• Deployment of a road risk awareness campaign
• Encourage certification training for experts
• Continue to deploy training initiatives beyond the technical
framework of the profession: posture, life skills, prevention
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Social initiative
Attractiveness of talents & Workplace well-being
The average length of service for managers is 6.7 years and 5.8 years for
employees.

Compensation policy

The ADENES Group has defined its
remuneration policy for several years
(established grids, defined overtime
openings, own remuneration for the socalled mobilisation days, etc.). The
remuneration policy aims to create a sense
of recognition and equity for current and
future employees. Our aim is to make our
remuneration policy a motivating factor for
employees.
Indicator of individual M/F increase rate
gap ADENES: 0.71ADENES M/F pay gap
ADENES M/F pay gap indicator: 0.97

Age pyramid

38
years

40
years

38
years

41
Years

This is the average age of
female employees in the
Group

This is the average age of male
employees in the Group

This is the average age of
employees in the Group

This is the average age of
executive employees in the
Group
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Social initiative
Attractiveness of talents & Workplace well-being
Recruitement

The Group attaches great importance to
maintaining and promoting an HR policy
of transparency in hiring.
We are committed to an equal
opportunity recruitment process and the
practice of non-discrimination in all its
forms.Our recruitment procedures are
carried out with respect to gender
equality.
Our job offers are made internally and
employees are supported in their
geographical mobility. The ADENES Group
favours full-time employment.

An induction programme is planned to
welcome new employees and support
them as they take up their duties. The
Group
has
strengthened
its
communication with its employees. Each
person who joins the Group appears on
the home page of the intranet with his or
her photo.
Employees are followed up halfway
through their probationary period,
enabling an exchange of views and
support for new recruits. The Group
deploys its processes to encourage the
retention of talent and build loyalty
among its employees.

6,2
Years

This is the average
seniority of employees of
the Group
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Social initiative

Attractiveness of talents & Workplace well-being
Indicateurs 2021

During the year 2021, the ADENES
group continued its recruitment policy:
- 66% of permanent contracts signed
- 28% of fixed-term
- 6% of work-study contracts were
offered to young people

Our Group is growing and needs
resources, so 176 managers have been
hired in 2021 and 328 people with
employee status have been hired.
Our recruitments are carried out with
respect to equal opportunities and
gender equality.

149

This is the number of people
hired on fixed-term contracts
in 2021

356

This is the number of permanent
hires for 2021

50%

The % of women who
have joined the group in
2021
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Social initiative
Attractiveness of talents & Workplace well-being
Careers

The expert's job covers a multitude of
very advanced knowledge in various
sectors. It takes an average of 4 months
to recruit an expert. It is therefore
essential for the Group to cultivate its
attractiveness and to ensure the
retention of its talents once trained.
All employees have a job description and
have an annual interview with their
managers and HR managers. The purpose
of this interview is to assess the
employees' professional achievements
and to determine the areas of progress
and objectives for the coming year
according to their results, motivations
and personal wishes.
Employees have a so-called professional
interview every two years and a so-called
"review" interview every six years.

A salary grid is established in each entity
to ensure equal pay for all employees.
The evolution of the salary scale is
established by position.
We establish a centralised monitoring of
skills and offer specific training for our
employees. We keep a permanent watch
on each area of expertise to capture
trends and innovations in the profession
(new
regulations,
etc.).
New
developments are passed on in the form
of technical and practical information
sheets to all employees. The geographical
location of the Group and its various
entities offers opportunities for internal
mobility (change of region, new job).

66

The number of employees
who
benefited
from
internal promotions in
2021.
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Social initiative
Attractiveness of talents & Workplace well-being
Well-being at work

The ADENES Group is concerned about
the well-being of its employees and
wants them to feel good at work.
With this in mind, a heterogeneous
working group was set up on the purpose
of work and the pooling of skills. The
pooling of skills includes mutual aid and
the pooling of our knowledge during
peaks of activity that affect the Group's
experts and customer relations centres.
In this area, innovative and ergonomic
operational tools (tablets, computerised
travel management service, videoconferencing) have been made available
to employees to avoid health and safety
risks for teams in the field (drones to
access ageing vehicles or asbestos sites).

In order to improve the daily life of its
employees, the ADENES Group has been a
member of a professional home-work
carpooling platform since 2020: Klaxit
(leader in France). In addition to the
environmental approach of setting up this
platform, the idea is to create links
between the Group's employees by
sharing their journeys and to improve
everyone's journeys.
During the year, workshops on well-being
at work were also offered to our
employees.
The goal of the ADENES Group was to
improve the well-being of its teams at
work, with the keyword: "Better with
oneself, better together".

In the offices, the work spaces have been
reviewed: open-space, shared space,
employee-managers,
creation
of
relaxation areas for employees (break
room, coffee room, table football, etc.).
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Social initiative
Attractiveness of talents & Workplace well-being
Promoting equality and diversity

Considering disability

In order to contribute positively to equal
professional opportunities, the ADENES
Group intends to pursue its recruitment
policy aimed at ensuring the diversity of
its employees on the subjects of gender,
age, origins, disability and educational
profiles.

A Group disability advisor is responsible
for guiding, informing and supporting
people with disabilities in all Group
companies.

The ADENES Group pays particular
attention to gender diversity and
promotes:
A diversity of academic profiles due to the
need for highly specialised skills (BTS,
engineers, business schools, architects,
etc.)
Respect for equal pay: equal pay for equal
work. Application of the directives on
non-discrimination
in
recruitment
concerning age, origin, gender, etc.
Adjustment of working hours for disabled
or vulnerable employees
Gender Equality Index ADENES : 84/100
64% is the percentage
employees in the Group

of

female

17% is the percentage of women working
as experts
64% is the percentage of women working
as tele-experts

In 2021, the ADENES Group continued to
raise awareness among employees about
disability and its recognition within the
Group.
Through this communication, the Group
asserts to its employees and third parties
the social model it intends to pursue and
develop: to promote the inclusion and
professional development of people with
disabilities.
The ADENES Group has pursued its
commitment to non-discrimination in
recruitment with regard to disability and
the use of ESAT (Etablissements et
Services d'Aide par le Travail) service
providers. The Group's offers are
systematically
proposed
on
sites
dedicated to people with disabilities.
ADENES FORMATION is able to adapt its
training courses in order to fulfil its
mission as a training organisation.
The Group, in conjunction with the
services dedicated to occupational health,
implements
the
adaptation
of
workstations and the organisation of work
for people declared to be disabled.

3.34% of ADENES Group employees are
disabled.
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Attractiveness of talents & Workplace well-being
OBJECTIVES 2022-2024
• Creation of a second apprenticeship training centre
• Implementing a Disability Agreement
• Guarantee the retention, insertion and integration of disabled
workers
• Continue to raise employee awareness of disability and its
recognition in order to change everyone’s perceptions
• Pursue our recruitment policy aimed at equal opportunities and
the practice of non-discrimination in all its forms
• Pursue our social policy to achieve a satisfactory gender equality
index
• Pursue our sport and well-being initiative
• Pursue professional mobility
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Social initiative
Youth involvment
The ADENES Group pays particular attention
to the recruitment of young people. The
Group has an attractive and relevant policy to
attract work-study students and interns to join
our teams. Young people are the employees
of tomorrow, and we offer each of them a
chance.
The ADENES Group gives priority to
supporting young people in their educational
and professional careers by offering sandwich
courses and internships in the various
professions that the Group is able to offer. The
Group has developed a remuneration policy
for interns and work-study students that goes
beyond the legal framework.
The opening in 2021 of its first company
Apprenticeship training centre (CFA) in
Bordeaux has enabled the ADENES Group to
continue its commitment to young people.
The ADENES Group was honoured to welcome
23 young people to its CFA and to the Group’s
companies for its first school year.

36

28

Certification of the ADENES Group

The best way to attract and retain young
talent is to listen to their opinions. With
this in mind, the ADENES Group has
evaluated the return on integration of its
young work-study students and interns by
means of independent and anonymous
surveys. This is an innovative approach to
improve the integration and support of
trainees and alternates within our Group.
ADENES took part in the Happy Trainee
survey, which collected the feelings of our
interns at the end of their experience
with us. We obtained a score of 3.82/5.

All ADENES Group subsidiaries are
certified by Choose My Company for
the Happy Index Trainees Alternance
label.

The number of work-study
students who joined the Group
in 2021
The number of trainees who
joined the Group in 2021

It is thanks to its commitment to its young
people that the CFA ADENES ACADEMY has
been awarded the HappyAtSchool label for
the year 2022 (based on feedback from 2021).
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Social initiative
Group spirit
In 2021, the ADENES Group continued the communication initiatives that
were launched during the pandemic in order to keep in touch with all
employees. The decontainment also allowed for new events to strengthen
the ties between our employees.
3C Seminar

ELEX 30 years

This year, our subsidiary 3C had the
opportunity to bring together all its teams
for a teambuilding seminar in Beaune in
order to strengthen the links between
employees who do not have the
opportunity to meet each other in the
context of their missions. On the
programme: discovery of the premises,
wine tasting and time for discussion in a
festive atmosphere conducive to sharing.

In 2021, our subsidiary ELEX celebrated
its 30th anniversary, an opportunity to
look back on three decades of expertise
and support for policyholders. For four
months, employees were invited to
celebrate this anniversary with games,
quizzes, draws and numerous prizes to be
won on the dedicated platform. In total,
almost 100 prizes were offered and won
by employees.
Finally, an anniversary weekend with a big
ELEX 30 YEARS party was held in October
and brought together more than 400
employees from all over France.

VERING Seminar
VERING also had the opportunity to
bring together all its teams for a
seminar in the Auvergne.
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Social initiative
Group spirit
ADENES Family Challenge

Well-being meetings

For a month, the entire Group was
mobilised to participate in the Adenes
Family Challenge, a series of challenges
proposed by the Squadeasy application.
Running, cycling, walking, quizzes and
team games helped to strengthen
cohesion, team spirit and solidarity.

The weekly wellness sessions continued in
2021 with chair yoga classes offered to all
Group employees. Practical and adapted
to office work, these complete classes by
Zoom allowed those who wanted to relax,
work on their flexibility or strengthen
themselves from head to toe!

Indeed, the kilometres covered were
counted as part of the "Race for Life"
challenge aimed at raising funds for the
Hôpitaux de France Foundation.
The 300 employees who took part
covered more than 34,000km, i.e. 1.6
times the Great Wall of China, and
ADENES donated €5,000!
Sports bets Euro 2021

In order to bring its employees together
during the Euro football tournament and
create moments of sharing, the ADENES
Group set up an online prediction
platform.
Nearly 650 employees, all subsidiaries
included, placed bets on the outcome of
the matches to try to move up in the
general ranking and win one of the 10
gifts to be won.
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Social initiative
Group spirit
The Group also continued to communicate the things it stands for and
promotes.
CSR Newsletter

The Group intranet

The CSR approach of the ADENES Group
only makes sense if all employees feel
involved in the efforts we make every day
to improve ourselves.

By 2020, an intranet for each company in
the group had been deployed. In 2021,
the ADENES Group continued to
communicate with the employees of all
its subsidiaries.

This is why in 2021 the first CSR
newsletter of the group was launched.
Each month, all the Group's employees
will be able to discover :
-

The Group's CSR news

-

Focus on our CSR strategy

-

Eco-actions and tips to implement in
the office

The CSR Charter

The CSR Charter aims to recall the CSR
commitments defended by the Group and
by each of its employees. A
communication was made on the Group's
intranet with a principle of employee
adherence.

The intranet is accessible by all
employees and allows them to access all
practical information. The intranet is also
intended to encourage employee
participation and communication on the
Group's projects.
Communications and exchanges with
employees are carried out in a nonprofessional sphere (communication from
managers, individual and group meetings,
employee interviews, seminars, creation
of events).
The intranet also aims to help employees
in their day-to-day work: practical
information is provided on our clients'
news.
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04 – Client satisfaction
& ethics
1. Service quality and client relations
2. Innovation policy
3. Professional and business ethics and
fight against corruption
4. Cybersecurity and data protection
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PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
"The ADENES Group places customer satisfaction and
the quality of services provided to claimants at the heart
of its activity. We are constantly seeking to improve our
services by proposing paths and channels adapted to
each client.

Julien SASSIER,
Client relation
Director

Our objective: The management of a claim is a crucial
moment of truth in the life of the insured which must be
transformed into a moment of satisfaction.
DATA ADENES ADENES
Performance indicator

2016

2017

2019

2020

2021

Objective
2024

Service quality
Rate of quality malfunction

1,02%

1,80%

2,90%

Average contact time in days (integration
date to contact date in working days)

2,64

3,36

2

2,41

1,80

<2,50

Average appointment time in days (date of
receipt of the assignment to the date of
the first appointment in working days)

20,41

22,03

16,6

17,3

15,4

<17

Deadline for submission of the report
(date of receipt of the assignment to the
date of submission of the report in
working days)

3,41% 3.89%

<3%

36
31,1

31,8

38,4

44

88.8%

90%

90%

84%

90%

> 88 %

Excellence rate (insured very satisfied)

-

-

66%

70%

75%

66%

First contact response rate: calls received
in the Contact Centre for which a response
could be provided directly

-

-

70%

75%

75%

> 70%

20,72

20,92

> 20%

Satisfaction of the insured

<40

Innovation
Rate of remote expertise

20%

19,25%

18,25

Business ethics
Number of proven ethical incidents

0

0

0

0

0

0

Reported incident (alert procedure for the
collection of reports)

-

-

0

0

0

0

Reported legal action

-

-

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Cybersecurity and data protection
CNIL data loss declaration

-

-

0
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Client Satisfaction
& ethics

Guillaume VILLETTE,
Group Communication
Director

"Innovation is a pillar of our CSR strategy and since this year
we have been associating customer culture with it, which is
fully part of the innovation field since, by transforming our
model, it is a matter of always accompanying our customers
better, listening to them better.
A programme called "et si c'était moi", whose objective is to
always put ourselves in the shoes of our interlocutors, is
deployed throughout the group.
We were awarded a gold medal at the CX awards in the
category of 'internal transformation of customer
relations'.We are modernising our communication channels
(telephony with the GENESYS solution, spaces dedicated to
policyholders and insurers); we are improving policyholder
satisfaction through surveys of claimants deployed at
several points in our exchanges.We organise "policyholder
club" seminars and provide support for employees.
Green meetings are offered to claimants in order to share
with them the possibility of reducing our carbon footprint.
How can we do this? By selecting an appointment online
that is part of a tour of expertise limiting the number of
kilometres travelled. It's a plebiscite.
For our Group, innovation is at the service of the customer
experience and the employee experience.
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Client satisfaction & ethics
Service quality
As a partner of insurers, we support policyholders to enable them to return
to their initial situation as quickly as possible.

The quality of our services is one of the
central issues for our Group. The Group
therefore conducts surveys among our
customers and policyholders.
The actions and work carried out with
them are necessary for the success of our
commitments.Our dedicated teams are
present in the various business and
geographical areas.The
Quality teams guarantee compliance with
expectations in terms of processes and
performance. On a daily basis, they work
on communicating instructions, analysing
results and identifying areas for
improvement.
The Customer Relations teams work with
our clients to maintain an optimised and
qualitative relationship. They strive to
develop privileged partnerships and to
adjust our offers to specific expectations.

Also, each month, since May 2021, we
publish on the Intranet the scorecards of
all the ELEX regions and a scorecard at
the national level, allowing teams and
employees to monitor and measure the
key indicators of the customer
experience, such as the satisfaction rate,
the processing time, the rate of calls
picked up or the customer effort.

90%

of insured are satisfied or very
satisfied

75%

It’s the rate of insured who
are very satisfied (Excellence
rate)

15,4
days

That’s the average waiting
time for an appointment.

36
days

This is the average time taken
to submit an expert report
after receiving the assignment

3,8%

This is the quality
malfunction rate
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Client relation
Our teams work within the Group's quality approach
in order to satisfy the expectations of customers and
policyholders.
Targeted internal audits and surveys are conducted to assess
the quality of our services. We are committed to providing
quality operational responses to policyholders' needs within
a short timeframe.
The consolidation of the results of the surveys gives a picture
of the perception of our clients and policyholders and allows
us to take preventive and/or corrective action.
In order to ensure the satisfaction of our Clients and insured,
the management of claims is centralised. Our national
contact centre is under the direction of Client Relations.

The Group organises "CLIENT DAYS" devoted to the exchange
of respective expectations. These days are also an
opportunity to highlight the collective work carried out by
our teams and subsidiaries with our customers. Regular
meetings and exchanges are held with our customers. These
exchanges allow for regular updates on the situation and
improvements.
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Client satisfaction & ethics
Client relation : what if it were me?
As part of its customer culture, the ADENES Group has implemented a
campaign to improve the customer experience at all levels.
“We have been able to establish ourselves as a leader in the field of
expertise, in particular by relying on two pillars, namely :
•

a good command of technical indicators,and a high-performance
organisation that is uniform throughout the country.

•

Today, it is necessary to put the customer experience at the
centre of our strategy.

This is why we are working on improving our customer experience,
better adapting our expertise to the needs of policyholders, and
Raphaël XIXONS
rethinking our relationship with policyholders in terms of customer
ELEX France
Executive director of service.
Group performance To achieve this goal, we want to develop a sense of customer culture
among our employees."

The "What if it were me?”campaign is an
internal
customer
experience
improvement campaign that aims to
change the attitudes and behaviours of all
employees who are in contact with
insured . The idea is to draw attention to
the feelings of the latter in order to
encourage employees to put themselves
in the customer's shoes.
First, ELEX employees in the Ile de France
region took part in workshops dedicated
to customer relations, during which they
were able to identify potential irritants
encountered by policyholders and try to
find solutions to the difficulties
encountered.

Golden booklets on "The caring customer
relationship" were also distributed to
employees.

At the same time, a phone campaign for a
Client was carried out. By making direct
contact with policyholders in all areas
(individuals
and
professionals,
theft,
buildings, etc.), we were able to better
understand them and their expectations. The
idea was to give them the opportunity to find
out what they liked or disliked about the
services offered today and to collect their
ideas for improvements.

These workshops ended with the launch
of an internal challenge to improve
customer relations: the ELEX Happy Days.
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Client relation : what if it were me?
Insured/insurer objectives
• Improve customer journeys: identify
annoying elements and implement simpler
and faster journeys to meet customer
expectationsContinue to listen to customers
via customer satisfaction surveys and our
insured club
Employees objectives
• Raise the awareness of the teams to be even
more customer satisfaction orientedGive the
teams the reflexes: train them to think about
customer relations during customer
meetings and telephone calls.
Impact
• Strengthen our roots with customers who
have welcomed our customer satisfaction
focus with the "What if it were me" project.

The following of the project for 2022

•

Carrying out workshops with remote
experts and in Ile de France to detail
the customer journey and find out
about their daily problems and
customer irritants.

•

Sharing
and
studying
the
implementation of the various actions
identified with employees.

•

Improvement of processes and tools:
implementation of an automatic
acknowledgement
of
receipt,
enriching the recruitment process,
creating a database of standard
responses for recurring emails,
simplifying archiving or the EAD
videoconferencing tool.

•

Create the 10 golden rules of
customer relations to be applied by
everyone at all times, launch
campaigns
to
post
positive
comments, continue the Happy Days
customer satisfaction challenge, do
field coaching with experts and do
double listening on Assistant posts.
`It is also planned for 2022 to start
the "What if it were me" project in all
the Group's companies. A schedule
has been drawn up for conducting
workshops in each region with
managers.

Award

•

The ADENES Group won the gold medal for
the 2021 Customer Relations Award and
took 1st place in the internal transformation
category at the CX Awards.
This trophy
rewards all the actions undertaken since
2018 and more particularly the Customer
Culture programme "And what if it were me"
launched a year ago.

•
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Client relation
Performance

Making life easy for the insured

A performance plan is associated with our
tools to :
•

Reduce customer waiting time for
contact and appointments

•

Ensure the accuracy of pricing in the
evolution of damages

The
Group
has
developed
a
policyholder/insurer extranet allowing
policyholders to have permanent access
to the status of their file, to communicate
directly with the expert in charge of the
file and to exchange information and
documents relating to the claim.

•

Implement an action plan to improve
the quality of customer relations on the
telephone and during on-site surveys

The Group has developed a solution for
making appointments online by the
insured. This solution allows :

We have changed the variable remuneration
system for experts to include quality
indicators (time taken to write the expert
report, accuracy of the costing, etc.).
Beyond technical skills, we have to carry out
our assignments with all the human quality
expected. As an essential link in a successful
client experience, the experts are subject to
a two-day internal training and certification
course entitled "Excellence of the relational
posture". It focuses on developing the
behaviour of the expert in expertise, the
right approach according to the type of
claim, empathy and the management of
crisis situations.

•

More simplicity for the insured

•

More speed for the insured

•

Greater Client/insured satisfaction

> 90%

> 75%

This is the pick-up
rate of our national
contact centre

This is the 1st
contact handling
rate for calls
received

1,8
days

15,4
days

This is the average
contact time
following the
reporting of a claim

This is the average
time taken for a first
appointment
following receipt of
the claim file
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Innovation policy
Innovation is at the heart of the services offered by ADENES
to insurers and insured and it concerns a variety of subjects
such as operational efficiency, human health and safety,
and environmental protection.
In the insurance services sector, the business lines are
undergoing rapid digital change and the ADENES group is
developing innovations both in terms of tools and the
evolution of the company's business lines and solutions.
Remote expertises

Increase in the number of cases handled in remote
appraisals, using digital tools that reduce travel by our
employees, reduce appointment times and limit our
environmental impact.
20.92% of appraisals are carried out remotely.

Continuation of the management of claims by means of
video expertise from the policyholder's smartphone thanks
to a temporary and secure application that is free to be
installed by the policyholder: this saves the policyholder time
in the expertise procedure for their claim.
Digital claims management

Our subsidiary CLAIMS IA has designed a digital claims
management solution.
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Innovation policy
Claims path

For the management of theft and
professional claims, the courses are 100%
specialised in order to meet the
maximum satisfaction of the insured.

Your Insured directly with
our Specialty experts in
less than 72 hours,
The key to client
relations!

Client satisfaction

The objective of the ADENES group is to
combine business excellence and
customer satisfaction: to place customer
satisfaction at the highest level by
combining technical and operational
performance.

Continuous Model
Improvement /
Performance &
Innovation

Maintenance and
optimisation of
technical
performance

Customer satisfaction at the
forefrontof our strategic plan
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Innovation policy
Gain in operational efficiency

We use tools to optimise the expert’s
rounds, allowing us to reduce travel time
for our employees, save fuel, limit our
carbon footprint, and reduce the average
appointment time with policyholders.We
equip our adjusters with tablets (live
appraisals, optimisation of journeys,
better transmission of information,
reduction of paper, saving time for the
insurer and the adjuster on the
processing of the file, better working
conditions, etc.).
Extranet Insured: In our daily quest to
improve the experience of insureds, they
have access to the Extranet allowing them
to follow the progress of their expertise
file.
Green Appointments: Since June 2021,
when making an appointment online, the
insured has the option of a green green
appointment. This is determined in such a
way as to optimise the experts' rounds,
which makes it possible to gain in
operational efficiency but also to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions linked to
business travel.

IZYMO : Development of an offer to
appraise a property prior to its purchase.
This service is specifically aimed at
assessing the condition of the property
and the work that needs to be carried out
in order to secure the choice before a
purchase offer.
Account management and coordination:
VERING's offer consists of intervention on
all claims under management. The offer
aims to adopt a personalised approach
that requires adaptability, flexibility and
responsiveness on the part of our staff.
Securing our employees

We use drones on inaccessible areas (old
roofs, dangerous sites) that may present a
risk to experts and local communities.
The 3D scanner allows teams to carry out
a diagnosis of the interior of a building,
without having to enter it if there is a risk
of collapse for example.
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Innovation policy
ADENES Training

ADENES ACADEMY

Expertise is at the heart of the ADENES
Group’s activity, and the group is proud of
its subsidiary ADENES FORMATION, which
is specifically dedicated to training.It is
with a view to developing and continuing
to improve its quality services that the
Group has taken steps to obtain QUALIOPI
certification.

n 2021, the ADENES Group opened its
own company CFA: ADENES ACADEMY
(Apprenticeship training centre).

L’OF-CFA a obtenu
QUALIOPI en 2021.

la

certification

What is QUALIOPI ?

It is the quality certification label for
training organisations and providers of
actions contributing to the development
of skills. It is the highest level of
commitment to quality in the field of
training.
This quality certification attests to the
quality of the process implemented by
the organisations. Thanks to the awarding
of this certification, our Group is
committed to a quality and continuous
improvement process for its training
courses, and meets the 7 criteria defined
by Decree No. 2019-564 of 6 June 2019
on the quality of vocational training
activities.

The aim is to develop a branch of activity
within the ADENES FORMATION structure
that is dedicated to training through
apprenticeship.
The CFA's vocation is to lead apprentices
to success through comprehensive
support and a rich and professionalizing
course that allows for immediate
professional integration as well as further
studies.
Two courses are currently offered to
students, the BTS in Insurance and the
BTS in Customer Relations Negotiation
and Digitalisation.
•

ADENES ACADEMY is the insurance
training carried out by professional
trainers.

•

ADENES
ACADEMY
is
about
integrating both the school and the
companies within our Group.

In September 2021, 23 students started
their school year in our CFA located in
Bordeaux. They will be accompanied in
their course by 8 specialised trainers.
From September 2022, ADENES plans to
open a second apprenticeship training
centre in Saint-Etienne.
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Client relation
OBJECTIVES 2022-2024
• Continue to carry out satisfaction surveys towards the
insured, enabling us to fine-tune our service quality and
aim for excellence.
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Client satisfaction & ethics
Business ethics
The ADENES Group cultivates a rigorous approach and practices its
profession with ethics, respect and responsibility. We take care to promote
good behaviour among our teams.
The development of the ADENES Group is
based on the trust it inspires in its
customers, employees, shareholders and
all its other partners. Respect for
professional ethics and compliance with
ethical and corruption risk management
are key elements of the credibility of the
Group and its associated brands.
The Expert is particularly exposed to the
risk of fraud at all levels of his work. A
code of ethics for the profession is
therefore applicable.
For its part, the Group has put in place
internal rules of conduct for all employees
to guarantee responsible behaviour by its
staff.
•

Code of conduct - Anti-bribery policy

•

Code
of
procedure

•

Anti-Money
Laundering
and
Combating the Financing of Terrorism
(AML/CFT) training for employees

ethicsWhistleblowing

These rules of conduct cover the rights of
employees,
the
truthfulness
and
protection of information, the prevention
of conflicts of interest, business ethics,
compliance with competition rules, the
use of goods and resources belonging to
the ADENES Group
Responsible Purchasing Charter

The group has adopted a Responsible
Purchasing Charter.
The purpose of this Charter is to guide us
in the choice of our suppliers. It includes
social criteria, business ethics and
environmental protection. All suppliers
are invited to sign and adhere to our
Charter.

0
case
s
0
incident

0
action

Proven cases of misconduct

Reported through the alert
and reporting procedure

Reported in court
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Client satisfaction & ethics
Fight against corruption
The ADENES Group's anti-corruption policy and code of ethics define our
Group's commitments in the fight against corruption and influence peddling,
as well as the behaviours to be avoided, and provide all our employees with
instructions on how to behave in the event of unlawful or unethical
behaviour.
The implementation of a corruption risk
map has made it possible to assess these
risks, to set up action plans and to
establish appropriate procedures.
Training in the fight against corruption
and money laundering is provided as soon
as employees are hired. Concrete
examples are presented to enable
employees to understand the possible
scenarios of corruption as well as the
rules to be followed to fight against it.
Internal accounting controls are carried
out and approved by the Statutory
Auditors to avoid the risk of fraud:
•

Review of procedures for payments
issued, for customer invoices issued

•

Separation of the "validator/payer"
functions, separation of the functions
of decision-makers, separation of
tasks

Specific delegations of authority and
signature are given and tests are
performed on certain accounting entries
that may be a source of risk.

Procedure for collecting alerts

ADENES Group has a whistleblower
reporting system and procedure in place
that encourages employees and external
stakeholders to report potential breaches
of internal policies. Employees can report
through
secure
and
anonymous
communication channels.
Fraud detection

The Group has a national department in
charge of monitoring, recording and
transmitting to our clients all the fraud
detections made by our employees.
With regard to fraud detection in our
expert field, training, conferences and
exchanges with employees are carried out
on fraud detection and technicalities.
For each case, a preliminary analysis is
carried out on the third party contractor,
a check is made to ensure that the service
meets a real need, and a check is made
on the organisational capacity of the third
party contractor.
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Client satisfaction & ethics
Fight against corruption
Managing conflicts of interest

Code of conduct & ethics

The code of ethics sets out situations in
which employees may be exposed to
conflicts of interest and presents the
duties of employees and the actions to be
taken.

We commit our employees to act
ethically and make the right choices. A
code of conduct is established and given
to employees.

Employees are made aware of the
management of conflicts of interest
through training and the inclusion of
clauses in employment contracts aimed at
mitigating all situations of conflict of
interest and partiality.

Expert employees follow e-learning
training courses on ethical behaviour
based on our Code of Conduct and
including examples, feedback and quizzes
to test their knowledge.
Monitoring procedures, training and
awareness-raising are designed to create
a climate that encourages responsible
behaviour among our employees.
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Client satisfaction & ethics
Business ethics and fight against corruption
OBJECTIVES 2022-2024
•

Continue training and awareness-raising activities for its employees on
the risks of fraud and corruption and on measures to ensure compliance
with professional ethics. Attention will be paid to raising employee
awareness of business ethics and the risks of fraud by service providers

•

Continue to monitor the personal and professional links between experts
and repair companies as well as the number of interventions by the same
company on the files of the same expert in order to detect potential
situations of agreement or risks of agreement.

•

Strengthening of the control processes, in the field of accounting/finance,
on the expenses to be paid by using a digitalized solution aiming at
securing in an optimal way the validation of the payments
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Client satisfaction & ethics
Cybersecurity and data protection
Cyber security and in particular the protection of personal data are major
challenges for our group.
In order to meet the challenges related to
the protection of personal data and to
preserve the trust of its customers,
partners and employees, the ADENES
Group has put in place :
•

Policies on the protection of personal
data, confidential information and
security

•

Security patch monitoring systems

•

User
awareness
campaigns
(information, quizzes, etc.)

•

Training initiatives

•

A charter for the use of the
information system for all employees
and users

•

Secure computer systems

•

A
department
dedicated
Information Systems Security

to

The IT infrastructure is managed by a
provider who also carries out regular
security tests (virtual and physical
intrusions). VPN encryption is performed
on the infrastructure and on the hosting
site.
The client and insured database is the
property of ADENES and is hosted on our
own servers dedicated to our activity (one
in Courbevoie and backup on the
Toulouse site).
Particular attention is paid to limiting
access to the databases and to securing
the computer system (use of Microsoft
AD for user authentication, application of
a security policy with a "strong" password
that is changed regularly, etc.).
Updates are carried out in the form of
patch management based on the WSUS
solution (weekly deployment of patches)
in order to limit critical software
vulnerabilities.
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Client satisfaction & ethics
Cybersecurity and data protection
The General Data Protection Regulation came into force in May 2018. The
Group's objective is to improve its GDPR compliance and ensure the security
of employee, client and insured data.
Several actions have been implemented::
•

User awareness campaigns.

•

Training of employees in data security
issues.

•

Appointment of our Data Protection
Officer

•

Establishment of an information
systems security committee, led by
the information systems department
and Orange Cyber Defence.

•

Updating of our policies and
procedures on aspects related to the
protection
of
personal
data;
strengthening of the procedure for
managing
data
breaches;
implementation of an operational
procedure for managing requests
from individuals regarding their rights
to their data, etc.).

•

Implementation
of
appropriate
security measures to safeguard the
security and confidentiality of
personal data (physical, logical,
organisational security measures).

•

Transparency regarding the deletion
of data.

Raising awareness of employees

As GDPR compliance is a legal obligation,
it is essential to raise our employees'
awareness of these issues and to guide
them in adopting good practices on a
daily basis.
This is why an awareness guide has been
drawn up for all employees and RGPD
sections are included in the internal
regulations that all employees sign.
As soon as they are recruited, the Group's
data protection policy is attached to the
application file, and when they are hired,
employees are given an information
document on personal data (employee
rights).
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Client satisfaction & ethics
Cybersecurity and data protection
OBJECTIVES 2022-2024
• Continue to raise awareness and train all staff on data security
issues

• Continue regular testing of the security system
• Continue to strengthen our IT tools
• Continue to update our BCP
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05 – Environmental
initiative
1.
2.
3.
4.

Environmental footprint
Responsable sourcing
Industry involvement
Local involvement
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PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

DONNEES GROUPE ADENES
2016

2017

2019

2020

2021

Objectifs
2024

340850

365313

362510

356700

370255

.

Indicateur de performance

Général
Nombre de dossiers traités

Energie véhicules
Nombre de véhicules possédés par le Groupe
Km/parcourus par véhicules ADENES
Dépenses de carburant en €

438

504

520

643

727

.

30000

28964

22741

36767

45763

.

1 039 464 1 136 491 1 008 971 983 241 1 196 437 < 1 100 000

consommation moyenne de carburant (litre/100km)
conso énergie véhicules /dossier

.

3,8

5,42

4,13

4,38

<5

3,05

3,11

2,78

2,76

3,23

<3

Energie sites
Surfaces totales des sites ADENES (m²)
Consommation d'énergie des sites (Mwh)
Consommation énergie sites (kWh)/dossier

.

.

17995

19738

37732

.

1528

1518

2006

1807

2801

< 2500

4,48

4,45

5,53

5,07

7,57

<6,50

SCOPE 1+2
Emissions de GES scope 1 (tCO2e)

3403

3781

3063

4563

6872*

<5000

Emissions de GES scope 2 (tCO2e)

99

98

130

108

168*

<120

10,3

10,6

9

13

19

<13

Emissions de GES/dossier (scope 1+2 kgCO2e)

SCOPE 3 : Achats de biens
Masse de données actuellement stockés (TO)

.

.

170

200

145

.

Fichiers générés par ELENA (TO/an)

.

.

10

17

10

.

Achats de papier en €

.

.

136278

102030

121381

.

Emissions de GES scope 3: achat de papier (tCO2e)

.

.

123

92

112

.

SCOPE 3: Biens immobilisés
PCs en production (tablettes +PCs)

.

.

1750

1880

2002

.

Serveurs physiques en production

.

.

29

35

80

.

Hyperviseurs en production (serveurs hébergeant des VMs)

.

.

7

9

11

.

Emissions de GES scope 3: biens immobilisés informatiques (tCO2e)

.

.

106

115

131

<120

Emissions de GES scope 3: biens immobilisés véhicules (tCO2e)

.

.

1144

1415

1599

<1200

Emissions de GES scope 3: biens immobilisés bâtiments (tCO2e)

.

.

390

428

818

<500

30 jours

30 jours

>90%

>90%

Achats responsables
Délais de paiement moyens des fournisseurs
Part des achats réalisés auprès d'entreprises françaises

35 jours

30 jours 30 jours
>90%

>90%

30 jours
>90%

*L'augmentation des émissions de GES des scopes 1 et 2 s'explique par la hausse en 2021 du nombre de véhicules
possédés combinée par la hausse du nombre moyen de km parcourus par véhicule. Les données calculées en 2020
avaient été impactées de manière positive du fait du confinement et donc de l'absence de déplacement pendant
plusieurs mois.
Nota : Compte tenu de la progression significative de nos indicateurs sur l'exercice 2021, nous avons fait évoluer les
objectifs pour 2024.
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Environmental
initiative

Frédéric MARCHISIO
ELEX South-East
Regional Director

« Our world is changing and the effects are likely to be irreparable if
nothing is done, as the latest IPCC report reminds us:
Reduction in the availability of water and food resources (in Africa,
Asia and small islands in particular);Impact on health in all regions
of the world (higher mortality, emergence of new diseases,
development of cholera), increase in heat stress, degradation of air
quality... ;
The distribution areas of animal and plant species have been
halved.
We are therefore all custodians of the world of tomorrow that we
wish to leave to our children.
The Adenes Group is aware of the consequences of the
environmental footprint and has undertaken a transformation in its
model to meet the ecological requirements of tomorrow.This means
reducing the amount of travel by our employees by giving priority to
video meetings and providing a fleet of green vehicles for travel
when necessary. It means a teleworking agreement for all Group
companies.
It involves responsible purchasing with a responsible purchasing
charter for all our suppliers It involves waste management with
recycling of all office waste
This is achieved through innovation, such as the electronic
recommendation, which limits the carbon footprint, as it is 100%
dematerialised.
The Adenes Group has put ecology at the heart of its business
strategy because today we are building tomorrow.
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Environmental initiative
Environmental fooprint
The environmental impacts are significant: pollution,
greenhouse gas emissions, waste production, etc. Our
Group innovates every year to reduce its impact on the
environment and works to deploy a more circular
economy.
The ADENES Group has about 137 sites and 727 vehicles that
travel an average of 45,763 km each year. Expert employees
carrying out expert missions and management support functions
on site use a vehicle provided by the Group. Most of the Group's
expenditure on vehicle travel is tracked by Total cards (75% of
vehicles).
Offices and vehicles emit nearly 7,040 tonnes of CO2e in total
(scope 1+2) and 19 kgCO2e / file (scope 1+2). Business travel is
managed by a single agency. The ADENES group benefits from a
travel policy covering the use of hotels, trains and planes. Favour
is given to the train.
CSR Charter

In order to raise awareness among all its employees, the ADENES
Group has deployed and distributed its CSR Charter. With this
charter, the Group wishes to share and convey its commitments
in terms of Social Responsibility.
This charter was communicated to all employees on the Group's
intranet. Each employee was able to sign up to the charter and
we are pleased to note that all categories of employees have
signed up to our charter.
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Environmental initiative
Environmental fooprint
Limitation of travel

Teleworking

Le The ADENES Group is concerned about
its environmental footprint and therefore
wishes to optimise the travel of its
experts. The "Tour Assistant" application
has been developed to optimise the
experts' tours and limit their travel.

The widespread resort to telework in
2020 due to the pandemic has been
continued and extended within the Group
in 2021. A Telework Agreement has been
negotiated with all Group companies and
replaces the pre-existing Telework
Charter. It provides a formal framework
for teleworking, harmonises practices and
clarifies the rights and duties of
employees who wish to use this working
method.

In addition, employee travel is limited by
the deployment of video expertise and by
holding meetings by videoconference. It
should be noted that the members of the
Comex involved in the CSR approach have
also committed to holding more than 50%
of COPIL meetings remotely.
In 2021, a travel policy was drawn up for
the Group in order to establish the
transport
and
accommodation
arrangements for employees who have to
travel in the course of their duties. It is
recalled that priority is always given to rail
travel within France.
In order to comply with the Group's
environmental sobriety approach, and
because a train journey emits about 80
times less greenhouse gas than a plane
journey of the same distance, we give
priority to the use of the train.

This method of working has a positive
impact on the environment by limiting
our travel by any polluting means of
transport, thus avoiding the production of
unnecessary waste.
29 510

This is the number of
workdays done in telework
2021.

Since the implementation of the telework
agreements in our companies, we have
gone from 4854 telework days for July
2021 to 6551 days for December 2021.
Carpooling
The ADENES Group has joined the mobile
application Klaxit for all its subsidiaries.
The application is effective since July
2020.
Klaxit is the leader in France for homework carpooling. The aim of this approach
is to raise awareness among all
employees of the Group's CSR approach
and to reduce the environmental and
carbon footprint together.
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Environmental initiative
Environmental fooprint
Waste management

Dematerialisation

In order to reduce its waste, the ADENES
Group favours dematerialised relations
with insurers and claimants to limit paper
consumption. When paper is used, black
and white printouts are encouraged and
pre-programmed on the printers of the
whole group.

Within the Group, all employees have a
personal digital safe where their pay slips
are deposited each month. The
advantages
are
numerous:
rapid
availability of the pay slip, compliance
with RGPD regulations, confidentiality,
possibility of setting up personal
collectors (taxes, telephony, etc.).

The ADENES Group is also partnered with
ELISE, which is the French expert in the
collection and recycling of all office waste.
ADENES employees are therefore
encouraged to sort their waste bins and
work towards recycling.
The choice of ELISE is not a matter of
chance, as the company is actively
involved in protecting the environment
while creating local and sustainable jobs
for people in difficulty, an idea that the
ADENES Group shares as part of its CSR
approach.
ADENES also ensures the collection of
WEEE (waste electrical and electronic
equipment) with a specialised service
provider with a view to systematically
recovering and recycling ink cartridges in
some of the offices.
All of these points are set out in the
Group's CSR Charter.

We are also deploying a "zero paper"
policy for expertise files, resulting in a
significant
reduction
in
paper
consumption and time savings for the
support teams.
Finally, the arrival of the Notilus
application in 2021 has enabled the total
dematerialisation of expense reports.
Simpler and more responsible, a simple
photo of the receipt is now sufficient to
declare an expense claim.
Electronic registers post

From 2022, the ADENES Group will give
priority to sending electronic registered
letters, reducing its carbon impact and
limiting its printing. This is a 100%
dematerialised method of sending letters,
which has the advantage of being fast and
allows for "paperless" management. After
agreement
from
customers
and
intermediaries, everything is done online,
from the drafting of the letter, to the
sending and receipt by the recipient.
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Environmental initiative
Environmental fooprint
ADENES intends to continue its efforts to reduce its
environmental footprint in its subsidiaries:
The Group is committed to continuing to develop its low-carbon
activities:
• Reconstruction/renovation activities with specialist architects
(Batifive) and development of household appliance repair
activities (Electroren).
• Remote expertise

20,92%

This is the rate of remote expertises done.

10,36%

This is the percentage of turnover dedicated to
low-carbon activities
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Environmental initiative
Environmental fooprint
ELEX and the Green meetings

ELEX is seeking to reduce its environmental
footprint, which is mainly linked to the
business travel of experts to policyholders.
Since June 2021, it is therefore possible to
choose the Green Appointment option when
booking an appointment online.

The Green meeting is determined in order
to optimise the experts' rounds, to gain in
operational efficiency and to reduce the
greenhouse gas emissions generated.
Green meetings have saved 6591 km for
the year 2021, i.e. a saving of 1272 kg CO2.
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Environmental initiative
Footprint of subsidiaries: BATIFIVE
Common offer from ADENES & POLYEXPERT
BATIFIVE, a company specialising in
project management and architecture,
specialises in post-disaster reconstruction
and technical assistance to the project
owner.

In the case of reconstruction or
renovation of a damaged building,
BATIFIVE provides its client, the project
owner, with all its knowledge and passion
to improve the damaged property.
BATIFIVE's aim is to identify all the
solutions for saving the damaged
property and to design a responsible
reconstruction project. It is in this sense
that our subsidiary is part of our
environmental
approach.
BATIFIVE
provides policyholders who have suffered
a loss with a unique combination of skills:
experience
in
construction
and
recognised practice in claims settlement.

Commitments:

•

Compliance with reconstruction
standards

•

Developing responsible products
and services

•

Value our quality approach
through qualifications

•

Making the architectural process,
our missions and expectations
accessible

•

Compliance with quality and
energy efficiency standards

•

Safety standards (e.g. fire),
accessibility

•

French subcontractors

BATIFIVE's architects are aware of the
regulations in force and all their changes
thanks to regular monitoring and targeted
training. BATIFIVE is committed to
applying its skills in this regard to all
projects. Where conditions permit,
architects work towards repair, rather
than reconstruction.
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Environmental initiative
Footprint of subsidiaries: ELECTROREN
Common offer from ADENES & POLYEXPERT
ELECTROREN is a company specialising in the
diagnosis and repair of electronic and
household electrical goods for equipment
that has suffered damage.

ELECTROREN's offer, which specialises in
taking care of all household electrical
equipment, was created to provide a
technical and insurance diagnosis and to
allow, as soon as possible, the repair of
damaged equipment rather than its
replacement.
With an economically and ecologically
responsible approach, ELECTROREN supports
insurance companies wishing to provide a
solution to their clients while preserving
sustainable development through the
intervention of specialists.`
The rationalisation of compensation costs
and customer satisfaction are essential to
the preservation of solidarity models and to
meeting the current expectations of our
customers. This search for a fair economic
balance has led to the development of an
offer for the management of electrical
damage.
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Environmental initiative
Footprint of subsidiaries: DYNAREN
Common offer from ADENES & POLYEXPERT
DYNAREN is a company specialising in the
restoration of property after a disaster,
from
water
damage
to
total
reconstruction after a fire.

DYNAREN's offer, specialising in the repair
of all types of damage, was created with
the aim of providing a complete service to
policyholders who have suffered damage
to their home or business premises.
DYNAREN's services are varied and meet
the expectations of the insured:
-

In-kind repair of buildings;

-

Emergency safety;

-

Leak detection;

-

Large-scale event.

Les valeurs de DYNAREN:
• Reactivity
• Respect
• Proximity
• Service
• Responsability
• Reliablility
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Environmental initiative
Environmental footpring
OBJECTIVES 2022-2024
• Continue its CSR communication to employees and initiate
individual and collective "responsible" challenges

• The Group will opt for internal communication screens at its sites in
order to reduce the amount of communication sent by email

• Continue with CSR newslettersImplementation of a "green week"
action with all employees

• Deployment and use of electronic registered mail
• Continue to deploy the limitation of face-to-face meetings
• Continue to encourage green meetings
• Encourage the use of soft mobility
• Continue to renew its fleet with green vehicles (20% hybrid, electric
or hydrogen vehicles within 5 years)
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Environmental initiative
Responsible purchasing
The Group is specialised in the provision of post-claim
services. The Group's purchases represent less than 15% of
turnover.

90%

30
days

This is the share of
purchases made from
French companies

This is the average
payment term

Purchases are managed centrally: IT purchases are managed by the
IT Department and other purchases are managed by the head office
(purchasing department). Some purchases are managed by national
framework contracts (copiers, vehicles, mail, etc.).
Purchases are mainly made up of :
•

Purchase of vehicles

•

Purchase of fuel

•

Purchase of computer equipment and software

•

Purchase of consumables

•

Purchase of energy for our sites
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Environmental initiative
Responsible purchasing
Responsible purchasing charter

Centralisation of purchases

The ADENES Group has developed its
Responsible Purchasing Charter. Through
this charter, ADENES wishes to involve its
suppliers in the implementation of
vigilance measures as part of its CSR
approach. The purpose of this charter is
to inform suppliers of the commitments
made by the Group to them in terms of
responsible purchasing, but also of
ADENES' expectations of its suppliers.

All the purchases of the ADENES group
are centralised by the general resources
department. The purchasing policy is
uniform and environmental criteria are
taken into account in the choice of
purchases. The group favours local
purchases and uses suppliers who are
committed to and respect our responsible
purchasing charter.

The ADENES Group's Responsible
Purchasing Charter is included in the calls
for tender. As part of its commitment to
respecting the environment, ADENES
includes environmental clauses in the
contracts it concludes with its customers.

Our Group is specialised in the tertiary
sector of service provision, so purchases
are limited and do not represent a
significant part of the Group's turnover.
Payment terms are 30 days, unless
specifically negotiated with certain
suppliers.
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Environmental initiative
Responsible purchasing
Office supplies

Choice of providers

For the purchase of office supplies, the
ADENES Group favours suppliers who
commit to adhere to its responsible
purchasing charter and local suppliers.

ADENES favours local service providers,
with over 90% of purchases being made
from French companies.

Office supplies are purchased from ESATs
and mainly contain recycled plastic. Paper
is FSC or PEFC certified.
The purchase of furniture is adapted to
prevent MSDs and is mainly made of nonexotic wood (limiting plastic purchases).
Copiers include environmental criteria.

The choice of service providers depends
heavily on their commitments and their
adherence to our Responsible Purchasing
Charter, which is included in the various
contracts and calls for tender.

IT purchases

The ADENES Group's IT equipment is
purchased from a single supplier, these
purchases are systematically Energy Star
labelled and are depreciated over 3 years.
The ADENES Group is concerned about
respect for the environment and wishes
to ensure that the computer equipment it
uses is recycled, which is why the
management of tablets at the end of their
life is managed by a specialised recycling
service provider: Konibi.
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Environmental initiative
Responsible purchasing
Vehicles

The group's vehicles are leased for three
years to ensure the renewal of the vehicle
fleet and the comfort and safety of
employees.

The ADENES Group aims to improve its
environmental approach by greening its
vehicle fleet. By taking advantage of the
regular renewal of company vehicles, the
Group plans to increase the number of
hybrid or electric vehicles from 42 to 340
within 5 years. This would enable it to
reduce its CO2 emissions from vehicles by
11.02%.

The catalogue is built by the Group by
integrating environmental criteria: thus,
diesel vehicles have been banned and an
increasing proportion of hybrid vehicles
are offered to employees.

EVOLUTION OF THE VEHICLE FLEET 2021-2025
Véhicules Hybrides

Véhicules électriques

142

198

196

131

160

117

70

2

40

66

135

245

284

400

494

Véhicules thermiques

2021

1813,345133

2022

2023

2024

2025

TONNES OF CO2 EMISSION/YEAR
1796,534678
1728,964953
1684,63962
1613,476287

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025
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Environmental initiative
Responsible purchasing
OBJECTIVES 2022-2024
• Raise awareness and provide training to further integrate CSR into
purchasing practices.
• Get our partners to sign the Responsible Purchasing Charter
• Deploy an eco-responsible charter in the office
• Continue to deploy national framework contracts
• Continue the local purchasing policy
• Maintain office waste management practices to encourage
recycling
• Greening the fleet of company vehicles
• Target for 2022: 136 "green" vehicles
• Target for 2025: 340 "green" vehicles, including 142 electric
vehicles
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Environmental initiative
Industry involvement
With a nationwide presence, the ADENES Group is
sensitive to its sectoral and local involvement. We
wish to create and share our values with our
stakeholders.
The strong need for independence in the sector encourages
the multiplicity of players and favours sectoral work. Thus,
the ADENES Group strives to federate its competitors around
a major subject, the training of experts.
ADENES is a member of the FSE (Expertise Company
Federation) representing the FFSA (French Insurance
Fédération Française des Sociétés d'Assurance) and the CEA
(Comité des Experts d'Assureurs).
Stakeholders

ADENES is an active member of the FSE, especially since the
president of ADENES is also the president of the FSE.
With this in mind, the Group has developed offers with the
PolyExpert Group to advance sectoral practices.
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Environmental initiative
Local involvement
The ADENES Group is made up of numerous companies and sites throughout
France. This local network is a strong opportunity for the company to get
involved in the local fabric in order to reinforce the competitiveness and
resilience of its activities.
The ADENES Group wishes to maintain its local actions. Thus, each site
retains its autonomy and proximity to its social commitment projects.
Implantation locale

Solidarity days

The ADENES Group has a very strong
regional presence and referencing of local
repair service providers (at the level of a
department) since it has 137 sites
throughout France. It has 1,940
employees working in the Group's
agencies.

« Solidarity Days » will be organised and
offered to all CFA work-study students, as
well as to Group employees:

In this context, studies have been carried
out to examine the possibility of synergy
between each site and the surrounding
companies and associations (circular
economy
waste
management,
carpooling, etc.).
Each company in the group systematically
works with suppliers in its region.
Datacenters are located in France.
100% of taxes are paid in the territories
where the company operates.

ADENES is multiplying initiatives to
promote the development of awareness
among its employees in various actions.

The aim of these days is to propose a
commitment with local associations to
carry out different types of missions such
as the cleaning of natural sites.
Participation in these days is voluntary,
but all employees are informed of the
possibility of participating in these days
through communications sent to the
entire Group.
The Group intends to continue raising
awareness of the environmental approach
by offering each employee the
opportunity to commit to an aspect of
Corporate Social Responsibility at his or
her own level.

ADENES wishes to develop its activities in
other countries (Europe, Maghreb,
international).
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Environmental initiative
Industry and local involvement
OBJECTIVES 2022-2024
• Continue to develop activities in the area of post-claim
management
• Continue to develop our alternative solution offerings and
work with insurers on this topic
• Deploy remote expertise certification
• Increase solidarity actions and encourage our employees to
participate and contribute to them
• Develop its policy of recruiting work-study students with
the deployment of its corporate apprenticeship centre
• Encourage employees through communications
newsletters to consume local: « eco communication »

and

• Develop prevention activities
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06 – CSR INDICATORS
ADENES has built its strategy and reporting in
line with the GRI (Global Reporting Initiative)
principles in order to ensure that its approach is
complete.
Below, you will find the correspondence table
between the GRI core principles (2016 update)
and our CSR report.
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Annex Grid Correspondence Table
ADENES has built its strategy and reporting in line with the principles of the Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI) in order to ensure that its approach is complete. Below, you will find the correspondence table
between the GRI core principles and our CSR report.
n°

Indicateurs GRI

Info. ou Chapitre

Corresp.

Groupe ADENES



« Le Groupe ADENES »



Location des sièges de l'entreprise

« Le Groupe ADENES »



102-4

Location des opérations : Nombre de pays où l'organisation opère, nom de pays où se trouvent
des opérations significatives ou qui sont significatifs aux regard de ce rapport

« Le Groupe ADENES »



102-5

Mode de propriété et structure légale

« COMEX du groupe ADENES»



102-6

Marchés servis : locations géographiques des marchés, secteurs desservis, types de clients et
usagers / consommateurs

« Le Groupe ADENES »



102-7

Taille de l'organisation : Nombre d'employés, information sur les opérations, ventes,
capitalisation et ventes de produits

« Le Groupe ADENES »



102-8

Information concernant les employés et les autres travailleurs : employés par type de contrat
(CDI / CDD), genre, région, temps plein / partiel et si une part significative de l'activité est
réalisée par des personnes qui ne sont pas employées de l'entreprise.

« Démarche sociale »



102-9

Chaîne d'approvisionnement : incluant sa structure principale pour les activités, marques,
produits et services

102

Eléments généraux

102-1

Nom de l'organisation

102-2

Activités, marques, produits et services : Description des activités de l'organisation , des
marques, produits et services

102-3

102-10

Changements significatifs concernant la taille de l'organisation, sa structure, mode de propriété
ou sa chaîne d'approvisionnement (changement de location des opérations ou fournisseurs
principaux ou encore de structure du capital)

102-11
102-12
102-13

Adhésion à des associations (liste des adhésions à des associations ou organisation
internationales industrielles ou autres intégrant les enjeux RSE)

102-14

Déclaration du dirigeant (CEO, COMEX, CODIR ou CA) au sujet de l'intérêt de la RSE pour
l'organisation et de la stratégie développée

102-16

« Le Groupe ADENES »

« Nos parties prenantes »
pas de changement significatif



L'approche sur le principe de précaution

« l’analyse des risques »



Initiatives externes (liste des chartes RSE, principes ou autres initiatives auxquelles l'entreprise
s'adosse)

« Notre démarche RSE »



-



« Edito »



Valeurs, principes, standards, et normes comportementales

« Edito »« Notre démarche RSE »



102-18

Structure de la gouvernance : incluant les plus hauts comités de gouvernance et leurs
responsabilités en terme de RSE

« Le COMEX du groupe ADENES»



102-40

Liste des parties prenantes du Groupe

« Parties prenantes»



102-41

Conventions collectives : pourcentage des employés couverts par une convention collective

« Démarche sociale »



102-42

Identification et sélection des parties prenantes : La méthode d'identification et de sélection
des parties prenantes

« Parties prenantes»



102-43

L'approche parties prenantes : L'approche de l'organisation au regard des parties prenantes,
incluant la fréquence des échanges et les engagements spécifiques pris pour chacune d'entre
elles

« Parties prenantes»



102-44

Sujets clés remontés par le dialogue parties prenantes : incluant comment
l'organisation répondu à ces sujets et les parties prenantes concernées

« Parties prenantes»



102-45

Entités inclues dans la consolidation financière : incluant les justifications d'exclusion

« Le Groupe ADENES »



102-46

Contenu du reporting et périmètre : processus de définition du contenu du rapport et
périmètre par sujet.

KPIs «notre démarche RSE » Kpi



102-47

Liste des enjeux matériels identifiés dans le processus d'établissement du rapport.

« Edito» « notre démarche RSE »



102-48

Revue des déclarations précédentes : Les raisons et effets des modifications de déclarations
données dans de précédents rapports.

102-49

Changement dans le reporting : Changement significatif depuis l'année précédente dans la liste
des enjeux matériels et au sein du reporting

102-50

période de reporting

102-51

Si applicable, la date du plus récent rapport précédent

102-52

Cycle de reporting

Pas de modification des

déclarations précédentes
Pas de modification significatives

des déclarations précédentes
année civile 2021



2020



annuel



Xavier Ramond, Secrétaire Général
102-53

Point de contact concernant des éléments du rapport

102-54

Déclarations de reporting en accordance avec les standards GRI : "Ce rapport a été préparé
selon les standards GRI :essentiel ou exhaustif

« Table de correspondance GRI »



102-55

Table de correspondance GRI

« Table de correspondance GRI »



Responsable RSE
xavier.ramond@adenes.eu
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Annex Grid Correspondence Table
n°

Indicateurs GRI

Info ou chapitre

Corresp.

Eléments spécifiques
20

Economie

201

Performance économique

201 - 1

Valeur économique directe générée et distribuée

204

Pratiques d'approvisionnement

204 - 1
205

Politique environnementale - Impact local



Proportion des achats réalisés localement

Politique environnementale - Achats responsables



Anti-corruption

« cartographies des risques »



« Cartographie des risques »
205 - 2

Communication et formation sur la politique et les procédures anti-corruption

206

Pratiques anti-concurrentielles

206 - 1

Actions en justices en cours concernant les pratiques anti-concurrentielles et les
monopoles

30

Environnement

302
302 - 3

OFFRE & INNOVATION - Déontologie et éthique des
affaires



aucune actions en cours



Energy

Politique environnementale

Energy intensity

Politique environnementale




305

Emissions

Politique environnementale



305 - 4

Intensité des émissions de GES (Gaz à Effet de Serre)

Politique environnementale



40

Social

403

Santé et sécurité

Politique sociale, conditions de travail santé sécurité



403 - 2

Type et taux d'accidents du travail, maladies professionnelles, absentéisme et décès
liés au travail

Politique sociale - Conditions de travail, santé et
sécurité



404

Formation et éducation

politique sociale- Valorisation des compétencesEngagement des jeunes



404 - 1

Nombre d'heure de formation moyen par employé

Politique sociale – Valorisation des compétences



Diversité et égalité des chances

Politique sociale – Attractivités des talents & Bienêtre au travail



405

405 - 1

Diversité des instances de gouvernance et des employés

Politique sociale – Attractivités des talents & Bienêtre au travail



405 - 2

Ratio entre le salaire de base et les rémunérations entre les hommes et les femmes

Politique sociale – Attractivités des talents & Bienêtre au travail



416

Santé et sécurité des usagers

416 - 1

Evaluation des impacts sur la santé des offres et produits

OFFRE & INNOVATION - Soutien et information aux
sinistrés



418

Vie privée des usagers

« Cyber sécurité et protection des données »



418 - 1

Plaintes concernant la sécurité des données

« Cyber sécurité et protection des données »
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